
Board/PO's/Treasurer/ARC 

I have been made aware of yet again what seems to be more unilateral 

decision making by our president.  I am the Member at Large and have a duty 

to perform. Those duties can NOT be performed adequately and responsibly 

when clear policy and procedures are allowed to be circumvented and totally 

disregarded for friends or those close to sitting members of this board. (No 

Favors to be given) I have been respectfully and fairly working with what was 

a TEAM (Beckie & Karen) to come up with a possible solution to our 

Postmistress's concerns expressed about the mailboxes on High Lonesome 

Rd across Gleeson Road.  

There was a very clear and to the point questionnaire/vote set-up and posted 

to the community website asking for po's input and final personal vote on 

either of the mentioned options presented by the committee (Beckie & Karen). 

Those (votes) like with any other voting system in America was asked to be 

forward to both myself and the secretary for safety and transparency sake. 

(No foul play) 

Karen decided on her own behest to change these safeguards and ask pos to 

send them to her personal email. Also, she has decided to CALL POs and 

take a phone poll of some sort instead of requiring all to complete the same 

voting document as asked of all. This is completely out of line with fair voting 

and clear transparency.  

I took the liberty of reaching out to the lot owners adjacent to the proposed 

boxes location and was given the ok to mark out and make notation of how 

this may affect their property and overall investment. The pics attached show 

clearly that this proposal will invade and trespass onto the lot and ignore 

county regulations that there is to be NO permanent structures set on or within 

the prescribed 15ft for possible future utilities. (PUE) public utility easement. 

 

 

 

 

 



Also, after a lengthy recorded conversation/Q&A with our Postmistress, she 

was clear on where she stood in this matter. 

Question.. Would you prefer boxes to be inside the gates or out? 

Answer.. I would appreciate and prefer them to be on the outside like all other 

boxes (but will go inside if invited to do so) however if there is ever a gate put 

up/installed then she would not allow her drivers to open and close gates 

UNLESS there was an automatic gate set where she could give the drivers 

the code. Under no circumstances will they be permitted to unlock or hold 

keys to gates. 

Question.. Would you prefer cluster boxes or individual mailboxes? 

Answer.. I would really prefer people purchased their own boxes because I 

don't care for the headaches those cluster boxes bring and the lack of 

package boxes would surely cause issues with us having to bring packages 

back and forth if someone decides not to clear one or more... Also, I would 

have to charge a fee to rekey any lost keys and spend man hours doing so. 

Just get your own boxes and be responsible for your own box. And to note, if 

and when the weather takes its toll on those clusters or any boxes, you will 

surely need to replace the whole box and pass out new keys. (More money to 

from the POA) 

Question..If for whatever reason there were CLUSTER or INDIVIDUAL boxes 

inside or outside, how must they be positioned? 

Answer.. My drivers MUST be able to deliver from the driver side of their 

vehicles and they are NEVER to be set into opposing traffic. So boxes must 

be faced inward towards the east (if positioned where proposed) with enough 

space for the driver to be able to pull off the road and sit or get out while 

stuffing boxes. (At least 15ft) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Beckie has asked Karen a number of times as have I, as to WHY would you 

propose something that is clearly not as the county official recommended and 

she simply moves along despite this knowledge. The job of the POABM team 

is to insure we are in compliance with ALL local, state and otherwise 

governing bodies.  

Beckie has emailed asking on a number of occasions for the copy of the 

completed questionnaires and has been completely ignored/unanswered. I 

have also requested that any completed questionnaires be forwarded to me 

and the secretary as they very well should be and again, she has decided to 

completely ignore/not answer my formal request.  Our Secretary has also 

asked in an email for Mrs. Tribby to forward all completed questionnaires to 

her and yet and still no forwarding of these documents has happened to date.  

 

She has however, taking the liberty to circumvent the correct set protocol and 

procedures by sending to Robert for instant inclusion onto the upcoming 

agenda for discussion. See website!!!  There is still lots of questionnaires that 

has not come in (from current full-time & part-time pos) that need to be 

collected and screened for authentication purposes before this matter can be 

discussed.   

I do recall in my one and only agenda meeting with every BM in attendance 

asking Robert very clearly about MAL defined position and was told by Robert 

"ALL pos must send agenda requests through you where you have the duty to 

make sure ALL pertinent information is available before submitting to the 

board for consideration to be placed as an agenda item" 

He went so far as to explain that at the future agenda meetings that will only 

be himself and our secretary that they may find things I've missed that will be 

sent back to ME so that I may in turn connect with the property owners to find 

a clearer path for the board to be able to vote on. 

Robert, I must keep quoting your own words...WE ALL HAVE A PART/ROLE 

TO PLAY AND IF SOMEONE ELSE GETS IN THE WAY, IT CAUSES 

CONFUSION.. This is mass confusion and bordering on fraudulent activities.  

 

 



I ask RESPECTFULLY that you cease your unilateral decision making. This is 

now the 3rd situation and 3rd request. Your actions will only set the 

community as a whole up for failure. You are clearly setting a new self made 

rule that the president is the all knowing and only voice on this team. It would 

be appreciated if the remaining members would also (if bound by honor, 

ethics and respect) and not friendship call out to our president to cease these 

types of actions or be seen as in compliance with these actions by your 

complacent silence.  

Treasurer.. Please do NOT vote to approve the wasting of our funds. 3k pluse 

a future nearly 20k.. pluse other future repair or replacement costs. 

ARC... Please do NOT approve the placement of this clear violation to the 

adjacent PO and county regulations as well as the clear dismissal of the 

wants and needs and disruption of our postal system.  

Board.. Please do NOT table yet dismiss and deny this proposal for all the 

above mentioned. Including the possible safety issues that may arise. 

Secretary.. Please post this as personal rebuttal from my wife and I. 

 

This letter is to the board and to the po's as a personal rebuttal to the cluster 

boxes and will be posted as such. As well, we have BCC'd every PO that we 

could. 

 

Tommie & Beckie 

Live Love and Let Live in Love 

 

 

 

Pictures next page 

 

    

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


